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10. Details

11. Coats

12. Entrance

13. Awning

14. Check

15. Credit Union

16. BONUS - Figures

17. Yellow

18. Cartoon

The counter is cardboard and a stick, 3 ¼” long
x about ½” tall, paint grey. The safe door is
clear plastic packaging and a cutaway adding
machine spool, about 1 ½” tall. The handle is a
bit of craft stick. Paint silver, gold and black.

Hold a clean cottage cheese lid to the entrance
and mark the sides. Cut down, paint black and
set aside. Paint a front door with black and
silver, and add a silver door handle.

Speaking of figures, here are some tips. For
shading and highlights, start with the color
you want, the base color. Then, use wet paint
for a darker wash of a similar color. Next, use
dry paint and lighter color for highlights. This
figure is 1/35 scale.

Keep paint ready in your palette because you
will need it for second coats and touch-ups.

Check the awning for fit, full coverage of paint
and that everything is dry. Turn the building
onto the back wall so that the front wall faces
up. Apply glue to the edge of the awning and
carefully place it.

Most people (including me) think of white as
the main highlight color. I recently learned the
importance of yellow from an art teacher. Figure sculpts by Reaper Miniatures of Texas. Yes,
I painted them.

Be sure the glue and paint are dry on the black
sticks for the front wall. Align and glue in place,
adding dots of glue for the clear plastic.
Be patient. Note that school glue dries clear.

Happy Tree Credit Union is currently the one
and only financial institution for our imaginary
town. Figures are approximately 1/64 scale and
these came unpainted. Painting minis is fun
though!

Once you can make solid black lines, you can
separate your colors with them to create a
cartoon-style effect. This does take practice, but
it is fun!

Crafty
Time
19. Kilts

There is a support group on Facebook for people who are crazy enough to try painting kilts
on miniatures. Yes, it’s kind of crazy. But, it’s
possible if you can kind of paint straight lines.

What magic would you like to see
next in Crafty Time?
Visit www.craftytimewithdave.com
for more photos and project ideas.
Please email your feedback to
dave@masoncounty.com
or call 360-426-4412.
Visit our office to see the display!

